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Moledet ve-Erets Ye'udah (Homeland and Land of Promise), by ELIEZER

SCHWElD (Tel-Aviv: Am Oved, 1979).

Reviewed by

Warren Zev Harvey

Eliezer Schwcid, Professor of Jewish
Thought at the Hebrew University of Je-
rusalem, is onc of the most provocative

(and prolific) thinkers now writing in Israel
on contemporary questions of Judaism and
Zionism. His book, Homeland and a Land
of Promise, is a scholarly historical pres-
entation of the development of an idea-the
idea of the land of Israel in Jewish thought.
The book traces the idea from the Bible,
through the Talmud and Midrash, through
the medieval poets, mystics, and philoso-
phers, and up until the modern Zionists.
However, Sehweid's intent is neither purely
scholarly nor purely historical, but funda-
mentally pedagogical.

In his Introduction (pp. 9-13), Schweid
states explicitly that he has written his book
in order "to meet a pressing need." Young
Israelis, he explains, are today asking ques-
tions about the very meaning of the Land
of Israel to the people of Israel and about

the right of the people to return to their
Land. Moreover, he continues, these ques-
tions are being asked by all kinds of young
Israelis, by all of "the four sons" (even
by the hakham I). That such questions arc
now being asked means one thing to
Schweid: "the commandment of ve-hig-
gadta le-vinkha has not been fulfilled by
us properly." This proposition, of course,

constitutes a sharp criticism of traditional
Zionist and modern Israeli education. It
amounts to an accusation that the educators
have failed in teaching Israelis about their
own country. In a basic sense, Schweid's

book is really a Haggadah whose purpose
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is to fulfill the commandment of ve-hig-
gadta le-vinkha, to explain to all four of
the sons just what they as Jews are doing
in the Land of IsraeL.

Why did Zionist and modern Israeli
education fail? Schweid's answer is clear
(pp. 217-231). According to him, the con-
cept of homeland advanced by early Zionist
education may be summed up in a line from
Tchernikhovsky: ' 'ha-adam eyno ela tavnit
no! moladto." Seeing man as but" a mould
of the countryside of his homeland," ed-
ucators of the pioneering generation that

built up modern Isracl thought that they
could engender love of homeland simply

by instilling knowledge of the physical

countryside. That the early Zionists should
have stressed the element of countryside is,
to be sure, understandable. After all, the
Israel countryside is precisely what Jews
did not have in the diaspora, and it is per-
haps the most obvious thing that they have
regained upon returning to Zion. Nonethe-
less, argues Sehweid, there is much more
to a homeland than its mere physical coun-
tryside, and by identifying homeland with
countryside Zionist and Israeli education
has shortchanged the concept of homeland.
Love of homeland, writes Schweid, is es-
sentially an identification not with a land,
but with a people. The word "moledet,"
he notes, refers in the Bible to a family,
a tribe, or a people. Homeland, he explains,
is a cultural, historical concept, not a

merely physical one. Sehweids conclu-
sion: Israelis must urgently be taught about
the meaning of the Land of Israel for the
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Jewish people throughout the agcs. And
this, of course, is what Schweid sceks to
do in his present book.

Some words should be said about the
title of the book: Homeland and a Land of
Promise. According to Schweid's analysis,
the Jews during the biblical period saw the
Land of Israel as both a homcland and a
promised land. Modern Zionists, in their
rejection of thc Exile, have tended to see

it only as a homeland. Schweid calls for a
return to the biblical situation in which the
Land of Israel is both a homeland and a
land of promise.

Two Zionist thinkers who, according
to Schweid, did scck to understand the

Land of Israel as both homeland and prom-
ised land are Aaron David Gordon (pp.
170- 185) and Rabbi Abraham Isaac Ha-
Kohen Kuk (pp. 186-203). Gordon saw thc
Land ofIsracl as a homeland which in order
to be a true homeland must also be a land
of promise. Rabbi Kuk saw the Land of
Israel as a promised land which in order to
be a true promised land must also be a

homeland. Both thinkers held religious po-
sitions, although Gordon's religion was
nonhalakhic, while Rabbi Kuk's was of
course profoundly halakhic. Gordon held

that tbe right of the Jews to the Land of
Israel is the Bible, not bccausc the Bible
contains God's promisc of the Land to the
Jews, but because thc Jews created the
Bible in the Land. To mcrit the Land,

taught Gordon, Jews in our own time must
prove that they are still capable of thc cx-

alted spiritual creativity manifest in the
Bible, and the reattainment of that spiritual
crcativity is thc promise hcld out by thc
Land. Rabbi Kuk held that the Written To-
rah-which contains the promises concern-
ing the Land-cannot flourish without the
Oral Torah, and the Oral Torah cannot

flourish unless the pcoplc of Israel are
flourishing, and the people of Israel cannot
flourish unless they are in their own Land,
living in accordance with their own insti-
tutions.

It is significant that the two examples
given by Schweid of positions combining
homeland and promised land are both re-
ligious positions. The reader of Schweid's
book is thus forccd to ask the question: Is
an endurable secular Zionism at all possi-
ble? Or in other words: Can the traditional
Jewish ideal of the promised land be trans-
lated meaningfully into purely scculartcrms?
Schweid's own answer sccms to be nega-
tive.

Schweid had generally been eonsid-
ercd in Israel to be a "secular" Zionist

thinker, but over the years his thinking has

become more and more sympathetic to rc-
ligious tradition. His present book is, of
course, a challenge to secular Zionists, but
it is also a challenge to religious Jews both
in Israel and in the diaspora. Now that after
almost two millennia we again have a Jew-

ish State, what must we do to pass on to
our children the love of ¡-jets Yisrael? In
these days of high yeridah and low aliyah,
thc challenge is a serious one.

Ha-Ramban Ke-Hoker Ve-Ki-Mekubbal (Nahmanides as Philosopher and Mys-
tic), by CHAYIM HENOCH (New York: Harry Fischel 

Institute).

Reviewed by

Shalom Carmy

I

The title of this book would lead one
to expect a series of chapters on "Ramban' s
concept of X" and "Ramban's concept of
Y". Maran ha-Rav Joseph B. Soloveit-
ehik, however, in his prefatory remarks
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(p. 9), speaks of a "book on Nahmanides'
commentary to the Torah." For, indecd,
Dr. Henoch' s volumc can be read both as
a book about Nahmanides' thought and as
a companion to the philosophical-mystical
elements in his writings, especially the
commentary to thc Torah.
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The great importance of Henoch' s

work derives from his emphasis on Nah-
manides' commitment to Kabbalah. While
anyone who has gotten as far as Ramban' s
introduction to Gcnesis is aware of this, it
is convenient to forgct over the long hauL.

One becomes accustomed to gliding over
quickly the terse passages uninvitingly

marked: al derekh lia-emet.
Henoch docs not simply call our at-

tention to such passages, or arrange them

for our edification. He offers detailcd par-
allels and background matcrial from Ram-
ban's Kabbalistic prccursors and
contemporaries, which are meant to shed

light on his often laconic bints; he also cites
copiously from writers in Ramban' s dircct
line of influence who can be viewed as
elaborating upon the rcmarks of the master.
At times such historical clarification re-
quires thc rejection of seeming parallels to
Nahmanides suggested by other writers: for
example, p. 55, n. 168.

Where Nahmanides' positions havc
become the subject of perennial halakhic
or homiletical debates or both (such as, the
special status of the commandments in the
Land of Israel; the actions of the Patriarchs
as prefigurations of later history etc.) Hen-
och works through the traditional literature
with insight and care, though generally

without conclusive result. In addition to
these sources, Henoch draws heavily on
modcrn Kabbalistic scholarship: his foot-
notcs are studdcd with the names of Scho-
lem, Tishbi and Gottlieb. In his exposition
of elementary Kabbalistic terminology,

Henoch is more daunting than Scholem.
Yet in another respect Henoch's book is
surprisingly attractive: for, unlike most
modern historians of Kabbalah (Tishbi's
Mishnat haZohar is the exception), Henoch
constantly leads the reader to the text,
ratber than the concept, being elucidated.

By doing so, hc makes the study of early
Kabbalistic texts more attractive to those
whose intellectual habits are those of thc
average non-Kabbalistic student: I believe
myself to be not alone in appreciating this
approach.

Fully ariculating the Kabbalistic strands

in Nahmanides is necessary not only to give

us a more balanced picture of his thought;
often it is invaluablc for understanding his
exegesis. Take, for example, )lahmanides'
explanation of idolatry (Exodus 20:3; Chavel
ed. pp. 392-3) and his analysis of the sin
of the Golden Calf. It is not clear exactly
how Nabmanides' "natural history" of
idolatry differs from that of Maimonides;
and it is easy to assimilate his understand-
ing of the Golden Calf to the thcories dc-
veloped by Ibn Ezra and R. Yehuda Halevi.
Only after studying Henoch's chapter on
idolatry, tracing the mystical concept of
Qitsuts biNeti' ot regarding Adam's sin,
through the later cpisodes of the Tower of
Babel, down to the Golden Calf and the sin
of Nadab and Abihu, does Ramban's dis-
tinctive approach become accessible to us.

Henoch's method of relying on Kab-
balists contemporary to Nahmanides as
clues to his meaning, is not without its dan-
gers. In at least one case, Henoch is led
into a seeming inconsistency bccause of tbis
approacb. Conceding that l\ ahmanidcs,
"as is his wont, in esoteric matters, does

not deal with the esoteric dctails of Sabbath
desecration, such as the symbolism of car-
rying and making a fire" (p. 333), he as-
sumes that one may adduce his opinion
from the discussion in the contemporary

Ma' arekhet haElokut. Henoch then finds
it remarkable that thc esoteric tradition re-
flected in the Tur' s commentary on the
Torah contradicts the exoteric cxplanation
of the Kabbalists (p. 334, n. 1019).

II

One cannot leave a work stressing
Nahmanides' Kabbalistic identity without
raising an unhistorical but nonetheless cru-
cial question. From medieval Judaism we
have inherited three possible modes of Jew-
ish thinking: the rationalistic-philosophical
approach generally associatcd with the
Guide to the Perplexed, and usually dis-
missed as a live option for moderns (see,
for example, W.Z. Harvey's recent article
in Jewish Social Studies Summer-Fall 1980:
"The Return of Maimonideanism," pp.

249-268); the expcriential-existential ap-
proach which finds its medieval pedigree
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in thinkers like Halevi and Crescas, who
rejected both rationalism and Kabbalistic

theology; and Kabbala. Much of the current
interest in the philosophical orientation of
Scholem's work (for example, David Bi-
ale's Gershom Scholem: Kabbala and
Counter-History) reflects a curiosity or
yearning or both to formulate Kabbala as

a foundation for an indigenous Jewish the-
ology. The "experiential" approach, which

is probably the regnant one, has used Ram-
ban by assimilating as much of him as pos-
sible to its own mode of thought; and
perhaps this is a legitimate policy. What,
though, has Henoeh to say about the ten-
sion, not bctween the rationalist-philoso-
pher and thc mystic, but rather between the
antirationalist philosopher and the Kabbal-
ist?

Henoch likes to stress the contrast be-
tween Nahmanidcs and Halevi. The differ-
ence is preciscly that Halevi rejects the God
of Aristotle without adopting a positive

vocabulary with which to describe Him;

whercas Ramban employs such categories
as the ten sefirot. Henoch quotes the view
of Ephraim Gottlieb (p. 18, n. 21) who

regards the action of the sefirot as the prod-
uct of "mechanical causality." Hcnoeh

goes on to disagree with this opinion:

The action of the sejirot is not at all
mechanicaL. . . . Because of these

positive characteristics, which are
the roots of man's ethical-emotive

existence, the Divine Will stands in
personal-intimate, mystical contact

with the man tied to it. . . . As in
the human love-relationship each

side knows to arouse thc will of the
othcr through the appropriate
thoughts, words, and actions. . . .
The fact that the Divinc Wil, for
Ramban, includes an esoteric net-
work of divagating Divine forces
(the s~fïrot) decreases the mechan-
icality.

I would say that both vicws have some
justification: As an attempt, in the nco-Pla-
tonic manner, to solve the problcms of in-
finity and ercation, the sef¡rot present a

"lifeless ballet of bloodless categories"

(to borrow F.H. Bradley's phrase from an-
other context); Gottlieb's judgment appears
to be the correct onc. Henoch, howcver,
appears to think of Kabbalistie theology as
a dynamic model of God's mystical rela-
tionship to the world; from this perspective,
and sctting aside unrcsolved problems re-
garding religious language, one might find
sejirot terminology supcrior.

This is not an easy book to read cover
to cover. I browsed for scveral weeks,

making use of the helpful index that more
than atones for Henoch's tendency to ram-
ble within the subject, beforc sitting down
to study the whole thing; this procedure is
likely to help you as welL. In addition, it
is unfortunate that Henoch invariably cites
Nahmanides' writings (other than the Torah
commentary) in the old editions, rather than
Chavel's available Kitve Ramban, thus
making it more difficult to consult some
sources. In any event, this is a book that
no friend of Ramban wil want to do with-
out.

Badenheim 1939, by AHARON ApPELFELD, translated by DALYA BILU (Boston:
David R. Godine, 1980).

Reviewed by

Nehama Aschkcnasy

The bankruptcy of the artistic- poctic
vision in the face of the inhuman horrors
of the Holocaust, and the exposure of the
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inadequacy and poverty of language in the
wake of this traumatic expcrience have best
been summed up by Adorno in his famous
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statcmcnt that it is impossible to write po-
etry aftcr Auschwitz (man kann nach

Auschwitz keine Gedichte mehr ,chreiben).
Yet in spite of thc almost universal

agreemcnt regarding the incommunicability
of the Holocaust, this experience has not

remaincd outside the boundaries of the ver-
bal-aesthetic domain. Indecd, post-Holo-
caust literary endeavors have dramatically
exhibited the diversc methods and tcch-
niques which writers and poets have adoptcd
to capture this agonizing reality. These at-
tempts range from grotesque reflections of
monstrosity and madness to graphic-natur-
alistic recordings of actual horrors.

The Israeli writcr Aharon Appelfeld,
himself a Holocaust survivor, has created
a hauntingly stylized universc, drawing

neither from the art of the grotesque and

black humor, nor from blatantly naked nat-
uralism. In a highly restrained tone, Ap-

pclfeld seems to be factual, dwelling on
deceptivcly trivial, everyday details; but
these details contain nothing that is overtly
brutal or horrifying. Appelfeld refrains

from dealing directly with the explosivc
reality of the death camps. Instead, he has
evokcd a world in which the immense ter-
rors of a recent past cast a gigantic shadow.
It is a world populated by social and mental
misfits; spiritually crippled and deformed,
they are forever haunted by an inexplicable
scnse of guilt and terror.

Most of Appelfcld' s short stories cen-
tcr around paranoid, trauma-filled individ-
uals in a world that has already gone back
to peace and normalcy. These characters
carry the Holocaust within them, and any
attempt at recuperating and adjusting to a
seemingly sane, ordinary reality inevitably
ends in defeat. The Holocaust experience

is a cancerous disease that only seems to
be in remission; it will resurface unex-

pectedly, as in the story "Baggovah Haqqar"
("In the Cold Heights") which depicts a
kind of sanatorium for "Holocaust-in-

fected" patients. There is no escape from

a contaminated past.
Other stories occur during the Holo-

caust itself, but their hero (or anti-hero) is

usually an escapce, a wanderer, who some-
how manages to stay outside the actual hor-

rors. Not even fully aware of his Jewish

identity, he finds himself in a gcographical
and mental limbo (as in "Hamatsod,"

"The Hunt"). Thc focus herc is not on the
gas chambers, but on initially innocuous
incidents that suddenly revcal their mon-
strous dimensions: the fisherman's knife
which is intcnded for catching Jews, not
fish. Kitty, in a story by thc same name,
is so totally absorbed in the mysteries of

her pubescent body, that she is hardly
aware of having bcen betrayed by the nuns,
with whom she was placed for safety. In
a story ironically entitled "Soul's Friend"
("Yedid Nefesh," which appeared in Mo-
ment, May 1980), the "objective correla-
tive" for the Holocaust cxperiencc is a

protracted investigation during which an
assimilated Jew is forced to acknowledge
his hated identity.

In his novella Badenheim 1939, Ap-
pclfeld departs from his rule of depicting
characters in tbe grips of a nightmarish

past. Here the world is still illusively idyllic
and naive. It is springtime in the Austrian
resort place, and vacationers are awaiting

another season of good food, pleasant com-
pany, and enjoyable entertainment. Evcry-
day, banal incidents are minutely described,
and though no isolated incident is in itself
menacing, the total effect is one of unre-
lieved anxiety. Events and incidents ac-
cumulate until we are suddenly brought to
the threshold of the Holocaust. Here the

writer seems to apply the brakes to his lan-
guage and imagination. The Holocaust is
a forhidden territory in Appelfcld's canon;
it is viewcd from a chronological and geo-
graphical distance-the anguished antici-
pation before it occurs and the crippling

impact it leaves behind. But thc heart of
darkness itself is never touched.

The predominant image in Badenheim
1939 is that of disease and contamination.
The sanitation department (not the police
or the military) embarks on an investiga-
tion; its target is not a hidden health hazard,
but Jcws. Jewishness is seen as an infec-
tious disease, a hygienic threat. And, as in
Camus' The Plague, the Jewish plague
seems to be spreading insidiously, but
swiftly. Everyone turns out to be Jewish.
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Gradually, the layers of false identities that
the impresario, the conductor, the musi-

cians, and the high-class vacationers have

put on are being peelcd off. Beneath their
cultured Austrian facade lurk their Polish
origins, and beneath that, their Jewishness.

Step by stcp and almost inconspi-
cuously, thc clegant resort place turns into
an asvlum for neurotic and anxictv-strickcn. .
individuals. The emotional anguish is es-
pecially reflected in the ravenous appetite
that suddenly seizes the hotel gucsts, and
in the enigmatic, hallucinatory dialogucs

that they are conducting. Frau Zauberblit,

who actually cscapcd from a mental asylum
to spcnd the summer in Badenheim, feels
quite at horne here. Her name brings to
mind an earlier European novel that places
its characters in a sanatorium-Thomas
Mann's The Magic Mountain (Zauherherg
in German). Thc placing of the hero or
heroes in a sanatorium or a mental asylum
has become a recurrent motif in modern
literature; but it seems that Mann was the
first to view modern man's malai se in tcrms
of a disease-infected resort placc.

The metamorphoses of the hotel cor-
respond to the changes in identities that thc
gucsts experience. The hotel bcgins to re-
semble a Jewish House of Prayer, and the
much-awaited recital is imbued with a Yom
Kippur spirit: the hall is "filled with a wor-
shipful silence," the two performers speak
"of dcath" and seem like people who

"visited hell and were no longer afraid of
it." At the end of the performance, Pap-

penheim, the impresario, looks "as if he
were about to kneel" (pp. 34-5).

The uncovcring of the Jewish identity
of each and everyone of the guests is ac-
companied by the rcappcarance of a long
forgotten Jew-the old Badenheim rabbi

who, many years ago, had been brought
from Poland. The rabbi's chanting of
havdalah marks indeed a separation be-
tween the old days and the harsh ncw real-
itics. The havdalah signifies thc beginning
of a new identity for the guests; they are
now reduccd to the status of uprooted ref-
ugees, about to be deported to an unknown
country. And the hotel-indeed the whole

town of Badcnhcim-has metamorphosed
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to a big concentration camp, one of the

stops in the refugccs' trip to the dark re-
gions of the Holocaust.

It is quite amazing that except for the
two armed policcmcn who walk bchind a
reluctant dcportee, and the suicide of the
old major who refuses to acknowledgc his
Jewishness, there is hardly any overt sign
of force or brutality in the story. There are
no soldiers in uniform; the guests have to

deal with the cvcr polite clcrks of thc san-
itation department. But the banal and the
ordinary are suffused with horror and anx-
iety. The anonymous bureaucrats who are
just doing their job assume Kafkaesque

dimensions. The vacationers' overeating
anticipates future starvation and reveals a
subconscious attitude of "eat and drink for
tomorrow we will die." In preparation for
the "fun and games" ofthe coming season,

thc inspectors of the sanitation department
unload rolls of barbed wires (p. IS). Reality
assumes a hallucinatory quality--veryone
senses some strangeness in the air, attrib-
utable to the intoxicating Badenheim

spring-and the irrational hallucinations of
thc mcntally sick Trude become a reality.

The Yanuka, the child prodigy, evokes
faint hints of the demonic. Hc sometimcs
seems to be an adult in a child's body; in
his Polish origins he symbolizes the col-

lective childhood of all the guests. His

young age appears not a matter of chro-
nology but a conscious collective attempt
to arrest childhood innocence and retard

growth into a menacing world. The Yanuka
is rcminisccnt of the eternal child, Oskar,
the hero of Gunther Grass's The Tin Drum
who chooses to rcmain a child rathcr than
grow into the Nazi era.

The enigmatic figure of the Yanuka
suggests a theme that Appclfeld treats in
some of his other stories, that of a lost
childhood. Appelfeld himself spent part of
his childhood as an escapee from the con-
centration camp, roaming the forests of
war-ravaged Poland. In the story "Berta,"
a man carries with him a retarded girl who
symbolizes and embodies his own abruptly
stopped childhood.

Appelfeld's non dramatic , matter-of-

fact tonc contrasts sharply with that of the
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Hebrew poet of an earlier generation, uri
Zvi Grecnberg. Greenberg reflects the Hol-
ocaust in Apocalyptic terms; for him, the
Holocaust has changed the course of history
and of nature. The surrealistic image of
maimed birds that fly crookedly with only
one wing (in the poem "Kritat Kanaf,"
"Amputation ofthc Wing") epitomizes his
sense of an irrevocable loss and of thc gro-
tcsque metamorphosis of the laws of nature.
The Holocaust era is secn by him as a statc
in which God has covered his face from his
people. Greenberg also depicts graphically
brutal acts of murdcr.

Unlike Grcenberg, Appelfeld presents
the enemy in thc bland images of the bu-
rcauerat, the peasant, or the fisherman. For
him, the Holocaust docs not mark any dras-

tic transmntation of thc laws of history; it
is an intcgral part of the Jewish predica-

ment. This tragedy is just another example
of the precarious Jewish condition, albcit
extremc in its scope and intensity.

Appclfeld's vision is not that of the
"end of days." The terror in his world
grows out of the familiar and the known.

His characters bring to mind the many up-
rooted, anguished anti-herocs known to us
from pre-Holocaust Hebrew literature, in
the works of Brenner and Agnon. They

grapple with problems of identity, and arc
forcver tormented by a sense of guilt and
estrangement.

The Badenheim resort place becomes
a metaphor for Jewish exile. It is seen as
a town of fools who try to escape timc and
history. Their last summer in Badenheim
marks thcir final indulgencc in the ludic
sphere, the fool's illusory paradise. In one
of its many transformations, Badenheim is
viewed as a large circus, populated by art-
ists, musicians, freaks, and prostitutes, and
imbued with thc spirit of "fun and games."
Though the air is filled with thc sense of
an ending, the hotel guests abandon them-
sclves in thc present moment, in lavisb food
and tbe joys of art and music. But their
truancy from reality is short-lived. Time
and history press on, and when the "va-
cationers" finally embark on their long,
grim journey, they relive and epitomize the
eternal Jewish experience.
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